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TARGET

ALIAS
SYSTEM

NEW
Adjustable, match grade Anschutz®
trigger.

ALIAS TARGETTM

ALIAS ERGONOMICS: TOTAL ADJUSTABILITY TO A COMPETITIVE SHOOTER’S ANATOMY.
The ALIAS concept has its roots in a design that was introduced on the
grueling high power competition field as the McMillan High Power Target rifle.
Developed by Rock McMillan with input from world champion high power
shooters, the design started as a clean sheet of paper and evolved into a
cutting edge rifle that could meet the demands of literally the best shooters in
the world.

adjustments can be quickly repeated during a match. No matter how your
body is built and what position you are shooting, this rifle will fit you.
Accuracy is truly world class. Out of the box, this rifle has won numerous high
power and long range championship events, setting records in the process.
Tubular forend with accessory rail
rotates for perfect positioning.

The ALIAS Target concept works.

Refined into today’s ALIAS Target, the rifle has dominated high power
competition around the globe.
The strength of the design lies in its superior ergonomics. Buttstock,
cheekpiece, forend, sight position, trigger – almost every component of this
rifle is fully adjustable so that a shooter can hold exactly the right position
across the course of fire. What’s more, the components are indexed so the
Fully adjustable, detachable butt
system.

ALIAS TARGET SPECIFICATIONS
TM

ACTION:

McMillan ALIAS

CALIBER:

308 Winchester, 308 Palma, 6.5 Creedmoor,
260 Rem, 6.5x47 Lapua, 6XC

BARREL:

Length: 24”-30”
1-10”, 1-11”, 1-12” Twist: 308 Win
1-13” Twist: 308 Palma
1-8” Twist: 6.5 Creedmoor
1-8” Twist: 260 Rem

MAGAZINE:
LENGTH:

WEIGHT:

1-8” Twist: 6.5x47 Lapua
1-7.5” Twist: 6XC

PISTOL GRIP:

Competition

TRIGGER:

Anschutz®

Two Detachable 10 Round Magazines and
One Single Shot Loading Block

BUTTSTOCK:

Competition

33” Disassembled
42” Disassembled with Butt
48” Fully Assembled

FOREND:

Competition

FINISH:

Black

CASE:

N/A

Fast 1 millisecond lock time.

*12 lbs.
* Weight does not include bipod, scope or rings due to the different size/weight available with these parts.
WWW.MCMILLANUSA.COM
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ALIAS
SYSTEM

Full length picatinny sight mount rail.
A 20 MOA rail is optional for very long
range shooting.

SWITCH BARREL DESIGN.
SWITCH ACCESSORIES DESIGN.

SWITCH EVERYTHING DESIGN.
Choose your ALIAS rifle in three
different standard configurations,
including the CS5 ultra-compact
subsonic urban rifle, the STAR
Standard Tactical Application Rifle,
or the Target competition rifle.

Fully adjustable, quick detach buttstock.
The detached stock mounts on the side of
the action for storage and compact transport
(excludes Target). The rifle can be fired in the
broken-down configuration, if desired.

Or mix and match components to
build your own custom configuration.
The ALIAS system is one rifle with many
identities. Customize yours today.

Stockless design
increases accuracy.
With no stock or chassis
to flex, the rifle is stiffer
and barrel harmonics are
better managed.
Uses detachable ten and
twenty round magazines.

2 buttstock options. Choose
from tactical or competition
configuration.

2 pistol grip options.
Fine tune the grip for
shooter comfort.

Anschutz® fully adjustable match trigger.
Adjustments include pull weight, length of
pull, trigger shoe angle, single-stage and
two-stage pull.
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Fast one millisecond lock
time is three times faster
than a Winchester Model 70
for greater accuracy potential.

High speed, low effort bolt
operation. Two helical cut cocking
cams and a 75° bolt lift make the
ALIAS action one of the smoothest
bolt action designs ever built.

3 accessory rails to mount
night vision and accessories
(only on tactical tube forend).

ALIAS
SYSTEM
Free floating, match grade barrel.
All barrels are stainless, premium grade
for superior accuracy.

ACCESSORIES
Interchangeable barrels

Tactical buttstock

Competition buttstock

Pistol grips
3 suppressor options.

Forend options

Switch barrel design.
Swap barrels in less than
5 minutes with the ALIAS
barrel change kit.

3 forend options.
The forend can also
be rotated for optimal
ergonomics in any
shooting position
(excludes quad forend).

10 or 20 round
magazines

No point of impact
change after
breakdown and
reassembly.

FAST BREAK-DOWN FOR COMPACT CARRY.

Magazine block

Three suppressor
options

Bipods

Barrel change kit
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